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Dear Colleagues and Friends: 
“Tough times don’t define you, they refine you.” This has been true for us as a county through a remarkable year that 
brought so many unique challenges, but also opportunities. Over the last decade, Charleston County has built a solid 
economic base as home to many international companies in key sectors like manufacturing, logistics, aerospace and an ever-
growing technology industry cluster. Our plans for 2020 were to expand on this and position our region on the global stage. 
COVID-19 changed that and instead we found ourselves focused on resilience, and what we discovered was inspiring and 
uplifting. Our businesses and community came together to respond to challenging circumstances, drawing upon the resiliency, 
generosity and grit that have always been at the core of  this region. With the same creativity, focus, and drive that has fueled 
our growth and prosperity, we pivoted as a community to address immediate needs in a way that left us stronger. This year, 
more than ever, we are so proud to be a resource to our county.

Most remarkably, we have seen growth in new jobs, capital investment, and wage increases over 2019. We celebrate our businesses 
for their confidence and agility. Charleston County organizations joined the call among the many who pivoted their business to 
address immediate resources needed early in the pandemic. Then, by mid-year, we saw job creation and investment pick back up to 
pre-pandemic levels.

The department acted quickly in our COVID-19 response to provide first-hand resources. With state and national guidelines 
changing daily, we were able to update our businesses in a timely way. This not only allowed the department to help businesses 
navigate the new landscape, but also to lean on and learn from each other in these unprecedented circumstances, as we detail in 
our report from the Business Retention & Expansion (BRE) Program team. In addition to creating this community of  support, 
the department continued to provide the individual, first-class service we have been known for over the years.

As we have grown, pivoted and overcome challenges as a department, we were also working on a rebrand to better represent 
the new level of  value we bring to companies operating in our county. This refresh of  our design and communications 
reinforces the evolution of  our goals and services brought on by a year of  new challenges. We are excited to debut that 
branding here.

While we look forward to putting the challenges of  2020 behind us, we are proud of  what was achieved in this memorable year. 
We will carry this fight into 2021 and we close the year with renewed hope. The success of  Charleston County is shown not just 
in numbers but in our stories, which form the unique fabric that enhances our attractiveness. We are at the same time humbled 
and inspired by all we have seen this year, driving us forward to continue to improve and work hard to lead the advancement of  
economic growth and shared prosperity in Charleston County in 2021 and beyond.

It is with a refined sense of  purpose, and gratitude to our County Council and our community, that we move ahead to serve 
the Charleston community.

J. Steven Dykes
Executive Director
Charleston County Economic Development
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STRATEGIC PRIORITES

The Urban Electric Co. Grand Opening
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NEW YEAR, NEW LOOK

When building a new brand and logo, the steps taken forth are critical. It 
started with a conversation around who and what Charleston County Economic 
Development really was and is, leading to dozens of  drafts, conversations, and 
edits. Throughout the process of  defining the strengths and weaknesses, this further 
developed the brand in a way that we begin to see the shape of  today. Charleston 
County Economic Development is more than just economic development, it is 
helping to define our culture, how the stories of  the past and present collide, and 
how we use these intertwined pieces to shape a global economy. Through a process 
with many reviews, stakeholders, and conversations, we see the brand presented 
today, this brand speaks to partnership, a global future, and further development of  
this great county. 

The strong linear Double C (CC) in the logo represents the strength of 

Charleston County’s economic development. The strength of each C 

represents the uniqueness of Charleston’s communities and economy. 

Nearly intertwined, but uniquely their own, each ‘C’ has a critical role in 

promoting the growth of the overall region. Charleston County Economic 

Development is in the unique position to bring regional stakeholders 

together in a harmonious fashion for the forward advancement of the region. 

As a true partnership, the organization is moving everyone forward while 

Shaping Charleston’s Global Future.



ANNOUNCEMENTS SUMMARY
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Corporate Attraction  
Announcements

Local Company 
Expansions

2019

2019

9

4

8

4
2020

2020

Payroll Increase

Capital Investment

New Jobs

1,017

$65.7M

$49.1M

1,108

$50.6M

2019

2019

2019

2020

2020

2020

$186.4M
184%

increase 
from 2019 
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Driverge Vehicle Innovations ribbon-cutting 
(Photo/City of North Charleston)
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2020 ANNOUNCEMENTS

PRC Laser
Industrial laser and  
laser system manufacturer

Lowcountry Kettle
Producer of handmade,  
Lowcountry-inspired kettle chips

Holy City Linen
Commercial laundry service company

Driverge Vehicle 
Innovations
Industry leader in commercial wheelchair 
transportation and accessible taxis

Vigilent Labs
Advanced health and medical technology 
company

Defense Engineering 
Services
Provides high value engineering and 
manufacturing services for the aerospace 
and defense industries

Carver Maritime, LLC
Shipping and warehousing storage 
operations

Vikor Scientific, LLC
Molecular diagnostics company

Cantey Tech Consulting
IT support and consulting firm

Lineage Logistics
Innovative provider of temperature-
controlled logistics solutions

Juliska
Artisanal glassware, tableware  
and home décor brand
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“We are thrilled to call Charleston our new home. For years we have 

been visiting and always dreamed of one day relocating our company 

here. The historic architecture, natural beauty, growing business 

community and abundant sense of “family” here are the perfect fit with 

our European heritage and brand values. Juliska is about gratitude and 

making those family gatherings unforgettable. We believe we don’t just 

make stuff, but fuel for the beautiful blaze of togetherness. What better 

place than Charleston to build our next chapter!” 

– Juliska Founders Capucine and David Gooding

“Our headquarters and primary office will always be here in Charleston 

County. It’s a great place to work and grow our business. Most 

importantly, Charleston is a big draw for technical talent and, in our IT 

support and consulting business, people are everything.”  

– Cantey Tech Consulting CEO Willis Cantey

“Charleston has it all – first-rate infrastructure, great access, a top 

ranked port and a skilled workforce. South Carolina’s numerous 

business advantages, in addition to the booming market, have helped 

Lineage to better service our export and import customers, as well as 

our domestic shipping partners. We are thrilled to expand our existing 

operations in what we believe is the right location at the right time.” 

– Lineage Logistics President and CEO Greg Lehmkuhl

Daye North America
Industry leader in the development  
of outdoor power equipment

Automotive ManufacturingLogisticsLife Sciences TechFood Manufacturing Other
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YEAR IN REVIEW
Despite the challenges of COVID-19, we had some notable achievements and growth in the county: 

In October, Boeing confirmed its decision to consolidate 

its entire 787 Dreamliner production team in North 

Charleston. This comes on the heels of devastating losses 

for the airline industry, but represents renewed confidence 

in our region and the future of the aerospace sector for 

Charleston County. 

The Port of Charleston, one of 

the 10 largest in the US, continues 

to set records, pushing past the 

1-million container mark five 

months into the fiscal year. After 

record-setting cargo numbers in 

September and November, the 

port has made up for the volume 

lost due to COVID-19 slowdowns. 

Capacity will increase when Phase 

One of Hugh K. Leatherman 

Terminal opens early 2021.
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The region saw growth and new 

business in the life sciences cluster, 

partly driven by COVID-19 opportunities 

and the roots of our MUSC system. 

We saw new business (Vigilent Labs), 

new inventions (SealCath), and major 

expansions (Vikor Scientific). 

The Lowcountry tech scene continues 

to expand, raising wages in the region. 

This year also saw major strides in the 

construction of the Charleston Tech 

Center, a purpose-built facility for 

attracting more tech businesses that is 

nearing a 2021 opening. 

Although travel ground to a halt in March, the 

Charleston International Airport (CHS) rebounded by 

year-end, bringing back most of the routes from before 

the pandemic started and adding an important new 

direct link to the West Coast via JetBlue’s flight to LAX. 
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This past year has been one of  continuous change for 
businesses in Charleston County, and put a renewed 
emphasis on the need for timely and proactive support 

from our office. Already a trusted partner with our Business 
Concierge program, we evolved this program’s commitment 
to excellence to meet the needs of  2020’s unprecedented 
circumstances. 

Our activities took on a new and different direction as the effects 
of  the coronavirus pandemic unfolded. Starting in March, we 
established a schedule of  weekly conference calls with existing 
industries. These Tuesday touchpoints allowed our team to be 
the purveyor of  ever-changing information. It served as a forum 
to allow business leaders to ask questions of  our emergency 
operations division as well as the SC Department of  Commerce 
and share best practices with each other. These weekly calls 
continued through the shutdown and the summer months. It 
was remarkable to hear how many businesses facing obstacles 
were still able to operate, even on a smaller scale or remotely. 

We created a page on our website that was specific to 
COVID-19 links and resources from SCDHEC, the Department 
of  Commerce, Department of  Employment and Workforce, 
and our municipal allies. PPE sourcing was at the forefront. 
While working remotely, our division became a virtual helpdesk 
working with SourceSC to assist our existing industries with 
getting masks, gloves, and sanitizing solutions in mass quantities. 
In that same vein, a few existing industries did pivot in the wake 
of  the pandemic and began to manufacture masks and hand 
sanitizer. We were then able to promote these companies back 
to SourceSC so that many other companies could access their 
product. 

Our department, along with Explore Charleston, secured a 
stock of  10,000 KN95 masks for free distribution to our existing 
industries, as well as the hospitality sector and small business. 
Through the various Visitor Centers across Charleston, Mount 
Pleasant and North Charleston, along with the Johns Island 
Library, we distributed KN95 masks in packs of  25. Throughout 
the summer, we continued to distribute masks for pickup from 
our office to existing industries. The summer also brought 
on another distribution effort with the SC Department of  
Commerce via FEMA. We helped to allocate over 500 non-
contact infrared thermometers to over 60 companies. Both 
the masks and the thermometers were a big help in getting 
businesses back to operating with the safety of  their employees 
at top of  mind.  

This past year marked over 150 interactions with existing 
companies, mainly virtual meetings or phone calls.  Faced with 
unique needs, our Business Concierge Team continues to work 
with all of  our allies to provide access to resources and services 
so that each company can reach its full potential. 

During the summer, the Business Concierge Team was once 
again part of  STEMersion, a tri-county effort to expose teachers 
to industry. This year was a virtual experience. Many existing 
industries graciously hosted a group of  40 educators online to 
aid in STEM lesson planning for the upcoming school year. We 
continue to work on bridging the gap between education and 
industry. 

Supporting the needs of  existing industries in Charleston 
County is our No. 1 priority. Our team is here to assist with 
creating solutions, making key connections, and discussing 
expansion opportunities. 

BUSINESS CONCIERGE TEAM

Jennifer D. Brown
jdbrown@charlestoncounty.org

Jay M. Kramer
jmkramer@charlestoncounty.org

Contact our 
Business 
Concierge Team

A commitment to supporting local industry in good times and bad
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“At the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, many industries 

were challenged by the high demand with low supply 

of proper personal protective equipment (PPE). As PPE 

manufacturers struggled to keep up with the pace of 

this demand, Charleston County Economic Development 

worked with existing industries in Charleston County to 

help bridge the gap. The Economic Development team 

provided Ingevity with 400 disposable KN95 masks and 

eight infrared thermometers. We’re truly grateful for the team’s immediate action as we 

worked to ensure the safety of every Ingevity employee.”  

– Ingevity Safety, Health and Environmental Specialist Glenn Merrill 

“Navigating COVID-19 has been quite a challenge. The weekly COVID-19 calls were a great 

help. They enabled us to connect with other companies, learning and sharing from each 

other, and allowed us to keep current on the many legal issues and mandates as well.” 

– Life Industries Corporation President Louise Schmidt

“It was a pleasure to participate in the COVID-19 industry calls each week. It was great to 

hear how first responders and industry leaders were in open discussion on what they were 

doing to safeguard their employees and vendors from potential harm from the virus. Capitol 

Materials used the thermometers Charleston County Economic Development provided to 

us to take temperatures of employees in the morning before they went to work in the office, 

driving a truck or whatever the duty may be. The conversations relating to business climate 

was also helpful and I think it boosted morale for those who participated each week. Having 

the support of Charleston County Economic Development has been a huge benefit to Capitol 

Materials. Thank you for all you do.”  

– Capitol Materials Sales and Marketing Director Lewis Lee

CCED COVID-19 RESPONSE

Distributed

Conducted

Created

10,000 masks 500 thermometers

Weekly Industry 
Conference Call

Industry Surveys

Help Desk Webpage and 
e-newsletter

F
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PANDEMIC PIVOTS

MADE FACE SHIELDS MADE SANITIZER

A recognition of a handful of our local businesses  
that deployed their talents and rose to the call. 

In 2020, businesses across Charleston County scrambled to spread out 
work cells, add partitions, take temperatures, stagger shifts and add 
flexibility for parents of  school-age children to keep their production lines 
running, and workforce employed. Human Resource departments worked 
around the clock navigating questions and adapting to an ever-changing 
landscape. Businesses deemed essential got creative to keep their doors 
open and many experienced supply chain disruptions that could have sent 
ripples through their industries without their agile positioning. A big “thank 
you” goes out to all the Charleston County companies and their employees 
who found a way to keep their doors open through the pandemic. Their 
determination and drive is nothing short of  inspiring and a testament 
to their passion. We are extremely proud to have these companies in 
Charleston County and excited to share their story. 
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Blue - Pantone 648C
Orange Gradient - Pantone Orange 021C & Pantone 1495C

When the pandemic hit, High 
Wire Distilling realized that 
sanitizer was going to be in 

short supply and wanted 
to assist the community. 

They distilled and donated 
300 gallons of sanitizer to 
fire stations, shelters, and 

countless charitable programs 
across the county. Overall, 
more than 5,000 gallons of 

sanitizer were distributed to 
those in need.

MADE FACE SHIELDS

MADE FACE MASKSMADE FACE MASKS

MADE VENTILATORS MADE SANITIZER
the AirBoss FlexAir PAPR
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AMBASSADORS 

The Honorable Elliott SummeyThe Honorable A. Victor Rawl

Elected to Charleston County Council in November 2008, A. Victor Rawl 
faithfully served three terms until his retirement in December 2020. His 
notable key issues included road improvements, public transportation and 
affordable housing. During his two chairmanship terms, Rawl oversaw a 
record-breaking number of  economic development announcements in a 
short period. From 2017-2018, 38 companies announced new operations or 
expansion plans generating more than 2,200 new jobs and $260M in new 
capital investment.

Charleston County Economic Development is honored to recognize A. Victor Rawl and J. Elliott Summey  
for their leadership and significant contributions that promoted economic growth in our community. 

J. Elliott Summey served on Charleston County Council from 2008 to 
2020. During his four stints as Chairman, he championed the County’s 
road program, advocating for the Half-Cent Sales Tax and the completion 
of  I-526. Economic development was a cornerstone of  his successful 
chairmanship, as Summey facilitated 34 companies announcing new 
operations or expansion plans creating almost 5,000 new jobs and $794M 
in new capital investment in Charleston County. The most significant 
announcement during Summey’s tenure as chairman was the establishment 
of  the Mercedes-Benz Vans full NAFTA production plant in Palmetto 
Commerce Park.
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Steve Dykes, SCCED, AICP
Executive Director

Ashley Richardson
Director of Strategy & 
Communications

Jennifer Brown
Director of Business 
Development

Reggie Fuller
Director of Finance

Kedyky Sherrill
Director of Business  
Research

Daniel Royal
Director of Business 
Recruitment

Jay Kramer
Existing Industry Specialist

Janel Spencer
Executive Assistant

Heather Ford
Office Manager

CCED
STAFF
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Thank You!
AT&T

Berkeley Charleston Dorchester  
Council of Governments

Berkeley Electric Cooperative

Charleston Area Convention & Visitors 
Bureau

Charleston County Aviation Authority

Charleston County Government/
Departments

Charleston County School District

Charleston Defense Contractors  
Association 

Charleston Digital Corridor

Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce

Charleston Regional Development Alliance

Charleston Southern University

Clemson University

College of Charleston

Dominion Energy

Harbor Entrepreneur Center

Home Telecom

Lowcountry Graduate Center

Lowcountry Local First

Palmetto Railways

readySC

SCBio

SC Council on Competitiveness

SC Power Team

SC Works

South Carolina Department of Commerce

South Carolina Department of Revenue

South Carolina Manufacturers Alliance

South Carolina Manufacturing Extension 
Partnership

SC State Ports Authority

The Citadel

Trident Technical College

University of South Carolina

Economic Development is a team sport and we celebrate our accomplishments with our many partners.

Municipal Allies: 
Awendaw

Charleston

Folly Beach

Hollywood

Isle of Palms

James Island

Kiawah Island

Lincolnville

McClellanville

Meggett

Mount Pleasant 

North Charleston

Ravenel

Rockville

Seabrook Island

Sullivan’s Island

Designed and published by Visual Infonomics Group, a division of SC Biz News, publishers of the Charleston Regional Business Journal.
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4000 Faber Place Drive, Suite 200
North Charleston, SC 29405

843.958.4511  |  CharlestonCountyDevelopment.org


